
GRILLS & PIZZA OVENS
Make sure you grab yourself a slice of the pizza market with our compact, stylish, economical 
and very efficient pizza ovens and grills. Pizzas are cooked in minutes and other food items 
such as Bagels, Muffins, Bruschetta and Garlic Bread can be prepared too. Operating from 
a 13amp socket they’re quick and simple to install, even easier to operate and will prove a 
valuable addition into any foodservice environment, including grab and go areas.  
The prices... they’re as mouth watering as the cooking results!

We have some very innovative food solutions to offer along with this product 
range having teamed up with many pizza and food producers. If this is of interest 
we would be pleased to pass on details of our Food Partner recommendations.

MEMT12900
This grill is a great choice for the larger kitchen, with 3.0kW output for accelerated 
heat up, ideal for toast, sandwiches and pizzas. Features top and bottom 
independent radiant elements and controls.

LOADING: 3.0KW  DIMENSIONS: 590 W 290 D 290 H

MEMT15070
This entry level model is capable of cooking 2x12” pizzas from fresh or frozen 
whilst operating from 2x 13 amp sockets – simply plug in and start cooking! Each 
drawer is independently controlled so energy isn’t wasted in quieter periods and an 
alarmed timer and adjustable temperature give total control for optimum results. 

LOADING: 3.4KW  DIMENSIONS: 400 W 380 D 320 H

MEMT29000
With a cooking temperature of up to 400°C, the MEMT29000 uses a firebrick 
cooking surface for that authentic Italian taste! Suitable for 4 x 8”, 1 x 10” or  
1 x 12” fresh or frozen pizzas, independent top and bottom elements ensure 
perfect cooking every time. Supplied with a built-in extractor fan with carbon filter.

LOADING: 2KW  DIMENSIONS: 700 W 680 D 400 H

MEMT29050
Built to the same high standards as the MEMT29000, the MEMT29050 has twin 
decks, allowing for double the quantity of pizzas to be cooked, with the same 
outstanding cooking results. Supplied with a built-in extractor fan with carbon filter. 

LOADING: 2.8KW  DIMENSIONS: 700 W 680 D 610 H


